Occult Encyclopedia Magick Squares
Planetary Angels
The Secrets of Planetary Magic is an excellent
introduction to traditional planetary magic by
Christopher Warnock, the leading astrological
magician and a master traditional astrologer. It
contains insights gleaned from a decade of practice
and study of traditional planetary magic and is an
excellent introduction to traditional astrological
magic. The Secrets of Planetary Magic explains the
theory of planetary magic, the planetary hours and
planetary hour elections, advanced planetary magic
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and contains a complete set of seven planetary
images for talismans and planetary talisman
consecration instructions.
Ann Moura, the author of the popular Green
Witchcraft series, is back with a new, one-of-a-kind
spellbook on lunar magic. This is the only guidebook
available that uses Mansions of the Moon
correspondences to empower Esbat rituals and
spellwork. The moon goes through twenty-eight
distinct "mansions," or sections of the sky, as it
travels through the twelve signs of the zodiac. Each
mansion is appropriate for certain types of magic, as
described in ceremonial magic books, such as
Agrippa's Three Books of Occult Philosophy or
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Barrett's The Magus. Now this esoteric information is
available to Witches, complete with suggested
workings for both the waxing and the waning lunar
phase in each mansion. Moura provides the tools, the
instruction, and examples of how to utilize the
Mansions of the Moon to add depth and potency to
your spells and rituals. More than one hundred
workings are presented, including candle spells,
charm bags, meditations, magical oils, talismans,
amulets, incense, teas, and much more.
The angelic trance is easy to achieve, and its effects
are profound. Follow brief magickal instruction, and
your life will change for the better. By using the sigils
in this book, you seek the help of angels, and they will
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ease you into the required trance. The trance is very
light, safe, and not in any way disturbing, so you don't
need to worry that you'll have to get completely
zoned out. It's much easier than that. The angels will
not refuse to help when you communicate your
sincere needs. Your life will begin to transform in
ways that benefit you now and in the future. No need
to say any magick words. No equipment or ceremony.
An easy method that works automatically. Magick
that works even when you feel desperate. Instant
relief for feelings such as anxiety. Solve problems or
manifest desires. You will never attract anything you
don't want, or that isn't right for you now. This magick
works without causing any disruption. The book also
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covers methods for creating deeper trance, and a
method for combining rituals called The Chain of
Trance. Although short, this book contains a huge
amount of practical magick. Ben Woodcroft is one of
the most respected modern occultists, and here he
presents a safe way to connect with the angels that's
unlike anything ever published.
A comprehensive illustrated reference guide with
more than 400 entries on the subjects of magic and
alchemy.
The Encyclopedia of Occult Sciences
A Wiccan Guide to Spellcasting
Includes Complete Instructions on CandleMaking,
Anointing, Incense, and Color Symbolism, as well as a
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Selection of Candle Rituals
Planetary Spells & Rituals
Love Healing Prosperity Through Occult Powers of the
Alphabet
Their Design and Meaning
Practical Training for the Children of Light

Richly illustrated with full-color images, this book is a
comprehensive, up-to-date description of the planets, their
moons, and recent exoplanet discoveries. This second
edition of a now classic reference is brought up to date
with fascinating new discoveries from 12 recent Solar
System missions. Examples include water on the Moon,
volcanism on Mercury's previously unseen half, vast
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buried glaciers on Mars, geysers on Saturn's moon
Enceladus, lakes of hydrocarbons on Titan, encounter
with asteroid Itokawa, and sample return from comet Wild
2. The book is further enhanced by hundreds of striking
new images of the planets and moons. Written at an
introductory level appropriate for undergraduate and
high-school students, it provides fresh insights that appeal
to anyone with an interest in planetary science. A website
hosted by the author contains all the images in the book
with an overview of their importance. A link to this can be
found at www.cambridge.org/solarsystem.
An extension of every Witch's spirituality, spellcraft is a
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vital tool for sparking significant life change. And when
you attune your magick to planetary energies, it becomes
infinitely more powerful. Organized by the Sun, Moon,
and planets, each of the 55 spells and rituals in this book
are aligned according to astrological energies and
designed to be easily customized for your specific
intention and unique spiritual path. From personal
growth to practical concerns, you'll find a rich variety of
dark and light magickal workings for every purpose:
Glamoury Healing childhood wounds Revealing truth
Halting gossip Attracting love Mending quarrels
Banishing heartache Ending addictions Cursing a
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violator Breaking a curse Cord-cutting Summoning
ancestors Guiding the dead and dying Weather magick
Prophetic dreaming Scrying Spiritual rebirth Past-life
regression Included is a list of zodiacal and astrological
correspondences—Sun sign, Moon sign, day of the week,
mythical archetypes, themes, and more—to help you
determine the best times to work magick. Praise:
"Masterful and compassionate...Planetary Spells &
Rituals provides food for thought, spells and rituals for
use, and is a welcome, much-needed addition to any
spellcaster's bookshelf."—Judika Illes, author of The
Encyclopedia of 5,000 Spells "Planetary Spells & Rituals
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is an urban, modern, and cutting-edge manual for those
willing to explore the layers of magickal possibility
within. Raven expresses the essence of the Craft in a clear
way, and balance is a great theme of this book. The
framework of Planetary Spells is quite informative for
those seeking some strong workings to bring forth
realistic results."—Michael W. Ford, Author of Luciferian
Witchcraft and The Bible of the Adversary "Unlike most
spellbooks, which focus on the moon, Planetary Spells &
Rituals places major importance on zodiacal and
planetary influences, with the power of the sun playing a
pivotal role. Eclectic and unusual spells are accompanied
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by sensible explanations of how spells work and how to
cast them well. As always, Raven takes an old standard
and makes it new and fresh, with a magickal approach all
his own."—Deborah Blake, author of The Everyday Witch
A to Z Spellbook and The Goddess is in the Details "With
his usual depth, clarity, and highly readable style, Raven
Digitalis reveals yet another layer we can add to our
magic's efficacy and power—perfect timing! This, in
addition to many creative and practical ideas for
spellwork, renders Planetary Spells & Rituals a musthave for any Witchy library."—Thuri Calafia, author of
Dedicant: A Witch's Circle of Fire "With great
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understanding Raven takes his readers into previously
uncharted territory as Planetary Spells dives deep into the
nuances of astrology, dark and light magick, and weaves
together a unique and much-needed volume explaining the
connections between them."—Corvis Nocturnum, author of
Embracing the Darkness, Understanding Dark
Subcultures, and Allure of the Vampire; Our Sexual
Attraction to the Undead
A symbol of the Divine, a good luck charm, a cosmogram
of the world order, a template for fengshui-through the
ages, the luoshu, or magic squre of order three, has
fascinated people of many different cultures. In this
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riveting account of cultural detective work, renowned
mathematics educator, Frank J. Swetz relates how he
uncovered the previously h
A talisman is an object that has been magically endowed
with the power of attracting good fortune. With a properly
charged talisman comes a link with the hidden forces that
rule over the thingsa bridge with the unseen world, across
which occult influence flow to protect and heal the owner.
The making, inscribing and charging of talismans are
described in full in this introductory manual, written by a
pre-eminent modern occultist, enabling you to use
talismanic magic to make contact with the supreme
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powers of the cosmos, and with the highest levels of your
own being. Israel Regardie, (1907-1985) was an Adept of
the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and one of the
greatest exponents of the Western Esoteric Tradition of
the 20th century. At an early age, Regardie worked as
Aleister Crowleys personal secretary. He aimed to
preserve the teachings and work of the Golden Dawn and
Aleister Crowley. In addition to his own extensive
writings, Regardie practiced as a chiropractor and as a
neo-Reichian therapist. He taught Psychiatry at the Los
Angeles College of Chiropractic and contributed articles
to many Psychology magazines.
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The Element Encyclopedia of Secret Signs and Symbols:
The Ultimate A–Z Guide from Alchemy to the Zodiac
Magic Squares and Tree of Life
The Western Mysteries
A Pictorial Synthesis of Three Great Pillars of Magick
The Greater Magickal Angels
Witch's Master Grimoire
Ritual Magic

In this ground-breaking book, Lon Milo DuQuette explains the
symbology of the cards in his Tarot of Ceremonial Magick, a
new deck published by Next Millennium. The concept is a
breakthrough for occultists of all paths. Each card is illustrated
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with a list of the Zodiacal, Enochian, Ceremonial, Goetic,
Tattvic, and Elemental components. DuQuette explains how the
cards relate to each other and makes immediately accessible the
more difficult conceptual connections that Crowley made so
easily. Through DuQuette's wit and decades of practical
knowledge of magical practice, students of the arcane arts can
gain a whole new level of understanding of how and why magic
works. Illustrated. Bibliography.
Ritual Magic, by Donald Tyson, provides a historical,
theoretical, and practical introduction to the astonishing world
of magic--not mere myth and delusion nor tricks and illusion,
but real magic. In Ritual Magic you will learn what is possible
with magic. Can magic bring rains from a clear sky? Can it
calm stormy seas? Can real magic change the outcome of great
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battles? Can you use magic to improve your life? The answers
to these and many other questions will be found in Ritual
Magic. ·Explore the roots of magic ? its complete history ·Get
answers to questions frequently asked by those approaching
magic for the first time ·Discover how magic works ·Learn the
similarities and differences among different magical paths,
including Golden Dawn, Shamanism, Wicca, Thelema,
Druidism, and more ·Receive complete instructions for rituals
to awaken magical awareness and to accomplish a willed
purpose ·Deepen your knowledge of ritual magic, with
suggested programs of study and reading material ·Learn how
and why magic can become an important part of your life
Whatever you own particular occult interest, Ritual Magic will
help you learn what it is about, where it comes from, and how to
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do it correctly. By using this book as a road map of Western
occultism, you will discover the truth about magic and use it to
improve your life.
For centuries, the ceremonial evocation of spiritual beings has
been Magic's darkest corner. Reputed to fulfil the Magician's
material desires, evocation has been the topic of the most
famous Grimoires -- the Grammars of Magic. From the Sworn
Book of Honorius the Magician, to the Greater Key of Solomon
and the Goetia; from the Grand Grimoire, to the complete
treatise of the Lemegeton, all give direct, yet difficult, directions
to the individual desiring to have the 'good life' in the here-andnow. But the simplest of Grimoires, the Heptameron of Peter de
Abano, has escaped the attention of modern Ceremonialists. Its
simplicity and power in summoning the Aerial Spirits is second
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to none. This book lays bare the operation of the Heptameron.
Its Magical Axioms, extensive Commentaries, copious notes,
and personal instructions to the reader -- all gained from Dr
Lisiewski's forty-years of study and practice in Ceremonial
Magic -- make this a resource that no serious student
Includes information on what talismans are and how they work;
a brief history of talismans in the Western Magical tradition;
how to use names of power, angels, magical languages, and
color magic; how to draw talismans, consecrate them, and even
destroy them.
A Chronological Journey, from Alchemy to Wicca
The Occult Book
The Encyclopedia of Magic and Alchemy
An Encyclopaedia of Charms, Spells, Formulas and Magical
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Rites
The 4,000 Year Search for the Meaning of the Magic Square of
Order Three
Now Combined with The Book of Secret Hindu, Ceremonial,
and Talismanic Magic
Western Mandalas of Power
The influence of the seven Wandering Stars or Deathless Powers of
the Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter & Saturn has
shaped the development of magick for many thousands of years.
Their influence can be seen permeating many of the modern Western
Esoteric Traditions, who are the inheritors of the wisdom &
knowledge passed down through the ages. From Ancient Sumeria, to
the Greeks, the Romans, the early Qabalists, the Medieval &
Renaissance Grimoire Magickians through to the Victorian Occult
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Societies, the influence of the planets is clearly present in the
symbolism of their ceremonies, practices & beliefs. In this practical
sourcebook, the authors bring together old & new techniques which
they hope will inspire others to explore the multi-faceted world of
planetary magick. There are simple planetary contemplations, hymns
& meditation journeys, ideal for the novice who wants to explore the
symbolism of the planets & in doing so learn to focus the different
planetary energies. Information is provided on the many spiritual
beings associated with the planets - The Gods & Goddesses who give
their names to the planets, the Olympic Spirits, Archangels, Orders of
Angels, Planetary Intelligences & Planetary Spirits. Essential
techniques for creating planetary sigils using the magick number
squares, calculating planetary hours, making & consecrating amulets
& talismans are given with practical examples. Drawing from their
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experience & knowledge gained working in a number of Western
Esoteric Traditions, the authors also present here original planetary
techniques & ceremonies - including the Ritual of the Heptagram,
Planetary Pyramids, Planetary Magick Circles & Angle Webs. The
rich symbolism & influence of the magick of the Wandering Stars
underlies the spiritual & magickal heritage of Western Esotericism.
Through exploring & working with the Deathless Powers, the reader
can come to a greater understanding of the transformative powers
they offer every true seeker of the Mysteries.
Practice an ancient magic that is both natural and beautiful - the
magic of amulets and charms, sachets and herbal pillows, incenses
and scented oils. This practical and poetic guidebook by SCott
CUnningham has introduced over 100,000 readers to the practice of
herbal magic. Magical Herbalism will teach you how to identify,
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gather, grow, dry and store herbs and use them for protection,
divination, healing and love. Also included are: the magical names of
herbs, flowers, trees and roots; a Witch's herbal; Herbal redes; a list
of baneful herbs and flying ointments.
Candle magic is a simple but effective magical technique, involving a
minimum of equipment and experience. In this complete manual are
instructions for making, dressing, and anointing candles and for using
them in a variety of rituals—attraction, banishment, peace and
contemplation, and the Mystical Novena. The Book of Practical
Candle Magic, written by an experienced occultist, offers expert
guidance on a fascinating aspect of magical theory and includes a
historical survey of the candle in religion and folklore as well as
essential information on color symbolism, angelic signatures,
planetary signs, and zodiacal correspondences.
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Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step
program toward spiritual attainment guides readers through each level
of the the Golden Dawn system of ritual magic and its corresponding
sphere in the Kabbalah Tree of Life. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Invoking and Directing the Powers of the Planets
Occult Encyclopedia of Magic Squares
Mansions of the Moon for the Green Witch
Magic Squares and Cubes
The Zen of Magic Squares, Circles, and Stars
The Secret Craft of the Wise
Essentials of Paleomagnetism

Contains spells and magickal rites in a format
that is simple to follow. Includes tips on the most
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productive times to cast spells.
Islamicate Occult Sciences in Theory and
Practice presents the latest research on Islamic
occult sciences from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives, namely intellectual history,
manuscript studies and material culture.
"This book by Lisa Tauxe and others is a
marvelous tool for education and research in
Paleomagnetism. Many students in the U.S. and
around the world will welcome this publication,
which was previously only available via the
Internet. Professor Tauxe has performed a
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service for teaching and research that is utterly
unique."—Neil D. Opdyke, University of Florida
Welcome to this fantastic collection of 100 magic
square puzzles! Looking for a brain-teasing
challenge? Look no further! Magic squares
provide two key pieces of information for every
puzzle; the sum of the numbers in each row,
column and the two diagonals, and secondly the
range of numbers that will feature, so 15-30 for
example. With this information, you must
completely fill the grid using the numbers
already given in place. Can you complete all
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100? If you get a little stuck along the way,
solutions are featured towards the back of the
book so take a peek there! All of our puzzle
books are printed on very high quality paper,
perfect for notes and scribbles! For other puzzle
books, visit us at www.puzzle-book.co.uk
100 Number Puzzles Featuring Solutions
Making Talismans
Angelic Trance Magick
Signs and Symbols
What it is & how to Do it
A History of Magic, Witchcraft and the Occult
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Secrets of Ancient Magic
This is no ordinary reprint of common
magic squares found in Agrippa's Three
Books of Occult Philosophy. Not even
close! This Occult Encyclopedia contains
hundreds of new magical squares based on
secret esoteric techniques developed by
master sages of the ancient Near East. Did
you know that there are four forms of each
magic square corresponding with each of
the Elements? Did you know that from each
square you can extract up to 8 Angels and
8 Genies that are specific to THAT square?
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Did you know there is a secret
mathematical code embedded in all magic
squares? There is much more to the art of
magic squares than even the most seasoned
modern-day ceremonial magician is aware
of. The Occult Encyclopedia of Magical
Squares contains information that will
make a difference in how you approach
talismanic magic. It also contains
hundreds of ready and finished squares
for: Archangels and Angels of the Zodiac
Archangels and Angels of the Planets
Planetary Intelligences and Spirits
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Olympic Spirits Lords of Zodiacal
Triplicities by Day and Night Angels
Ruling the 12 Houses Angels of
Astrological Decanates and Quinances You
will get hundreds of magic squares to
facilitate the evocation and aid of over
200 spiritual beings. This book is a musthave for serious seekers, no matter which
magical tradition you follow.
Planetary magick lies at the root of all
astrological, alchemical, and Qabalistic
lore. Although the planetary powers of the
cosmos are far beyond our intervention,
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their correspondences in the depths of the
psyche are within our reach through
certain special meditative and ritual
methods.
If you are looking to .Be loved by all
persons--friend & foe .Cause longing in
the hearts of others .Acquire a soul-mate
quickly .Establish harmony in the home
.Acquire charisma and an authoritative
bearing .Be respected, honored and obeyed
by all .Attract luck .Raise your
prosperity level .Heal and relieve
physical pain You will find tools in Love
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Healing Prosperity Through Occult Powers
of the Alphabet to enrich your life.
Unleashing the amazing occult power of the
letters has always been one of the most
guarded secrets of the ancient Kabbalah.
Sages and prophets used these techniques
to create amazing talismans and even bring
clay golems to life. These secrets were
known to both ancient Jewish and Sufi
mystics, who guarded them for hundreds of
years. Pulling on writings by medieval
masters such as al-Buni, Ibn Arabi, and
others, Nineveh Shadrach presents a
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plethora of secret techniques that can
help any one attain their goals of life
mastery. Practical, easy to use, and
supported by explanations of some of the
hidden lore of the sages of old, this book
is a must for any one looking to apply
practical magic to bring about desired
life changes.
See the history of witchcraft, magic and
superstition come to life with this
spectacular supernatural book! From
alchemy and modern Wicca to paganism and
shamanism, this enchanting book takes you
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on a mystical journey that will leave you
spellbound. This is the perfect
introduction to magic and the occult! This
reference book about magic is packed with:
- Informative, engaging and accessible
text and lavish illustrations - Special
features on aspects of magic, such as
oracle bones of ancient China, the Knights
Templar and magic at the movies, and
"plants and potions" like mandrake and
belladonna examine topics in great detail
- Quick-fact panels that explore magic
origins, key figures, key deities, use in
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spells, structures of religions and more
This indispensable witchcraft book
explores the common human fascination with
spells, superstition and the supernatural.
It provides you with a balanced and
unbiased account of everything from
Japanese folklore and Indian witchcraft to
the differences between black and white
magic and dispelling myths such as those
surrounding the voodoo doll and Ouija.
Expect the unexpected with A History Of
Magic, Witchcraft and the Occult. It will
open your eyes to other worlds. Discover
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forms of divination from astrology and
palmistry to the Tarot and runestones.
Explore the presence of witchcraft in
literature from Shakespeare's Macbeth to
the Harry Potter series, and the ways in
which magic has interacted with religion.
Whether you're a believer or a skeptic,
this richly illustrated history book
provides a fresh approach to the extensive
and complex story of witchcraft, magic and
the occult.
Magic Squares
Path of the Goddess
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The Great Book of Magical Art, Hindu Magic
and East Indian Occultism
Ceremonial Magic and Power of Evocation
Magical Herbalism
An Encyclopedic Guide to the Sacred
Languages & Magickal Systems of the World
: The Key of It All
Instant Access to 133 Angelic Powers
The Western Mysteries (previously published as The Key of It
All, Book II: The Western Mysteries), by David Allen Hulse,
is perhaps the most comprehensive, in-depth description of
various aspects of the Western magickal tradition ever
published. The uniting factor of this book is language. It
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begins with a discussion of the mysteries of the Greek
alphabet, followed by the different forms of the Runes, and
goes on to describe the mystical secrets of Latin. and then
Enochian, where you will discover, for the first time ever, the
correctly constructed Watchtower system. The book also
includes the mysteries of the Tarot, a pictorial language, and it
describes the development of the esoteric Tarot, how to do
readings, and the significance of the symbolism on the Tarot
cards. It concludes with the English language and its
relationship to the Tarot, Enochian, and more. The
introduction to The Western Mysteries serves as a complete
introduction to the magickal tradition of the West. You will
learn about the evolution of thought concerning the Elements,
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astrology, magick squares, geomancy, words of power, and
more. You will find that each section of this book is a key that
unlocks the meaning behind another of the magickal languages
that you can relate to your own spiritual system. It is ideal for
a beginning student to explore the mysteries of Western
magick. It is a necessary tool for more advanced students, as it
has collected hundreds of charts and lists which clarify and
identify the similarities and differences between various
systems. This is a reference book you will study over and over.
The volume of information revealed makes The Western
Mysteries an instant classic and a necessity for any spiritual
practitioner.
Humanity's love affair with mathematics and mysticism
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reached a critical juncture, legend has it, on the back of a turtle
in ancient China. As Clifford Pickover briefly recounts in this
enthralling book, the most comprehensive in decades on magic
squares, Emperor Yu was supposedly strolling along the
Yellow River one day around 2200 B.C. when he spotted the
creature: its shell had a series of dots within squares. To Yu's
amazement, each row of squares contained fifteen dots, as did
the columns and diagonals. When he added any two cells
opposite along a line through the center square, like 2 and 8,
he always arrived at 10. The turtle, unwitting inspirer of the
''Yu'' square, went on to a life of courtly comfort and fame.
Pickover explains why Chinese emperors, Babylonian
astrologer-priests, prehistoric cave people in France, and
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ancient Mayans of the Yucatan were convinced that magic
squares--arrays filled with numbers or letters in certain
arrangements--held the secret of the universe. Since the dawn
of civilization, he writes, humans have invoked such patterns
to ward off evil and bring good fortune. Yet who would have
guessed that in the twenty-first century, mathematicians would
be studying magic squares so immense and in so many
dimensions that the objects defy ordinary human
contemplation and visualization? Readers are treated to a
colorful history of magic squares and similar structures, their
construction, and classification along with a remarkable
variety of newly discovered objects ranging from ornate inlaid
magic cubes to hypercubes. Illustrated examples occur
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throughout, with some patterns from the author's own
experiments. The tesseracts, circles, spheres, and stars that he
presents perfectly convey the age-old devotion of the mathminded to this Zenlike quest. Number lovers, puzzle
aficionados, and math enthusiasts will treasure this rich and
lively encyclopedia of one of the few areas of mathematics
where the contributions of even nonspecialists count.
Unlock the lost and hidden meanings of the world's ancient
and modern signs and symbols with the latest in the hugely
popular series of 'Element Encyclopedias'. This is the biggest
A-Z reference book on symbolic objects you'll ever find.
Within the pages of this book lies one of the most powerful
mandalas of the Western Mystery Tradition. For the first time
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in English, Nineveh Shadrach has lifted the veil on a magic
square whose properties astonished Magi of an age long past.
They hid this square from the uninitiated with arcane terms
such as the red sulfur and great elixir. They attributed its
power to the rise of figures such as Alexander the Great. For
hundreds of years advanced adepts of Western Occultism had
no inkling of the existence of such a powerful magical artifact.
Now you do. You'll expand your knowledge of authentic
ancient sacred magic when you get: a) A partial translation of
an ancient manuscript, revealing some of its secrets b) The
blueprint for constructing this mandala of power to awaken its
energy in your life c) Advanced teachings of esoteric
numerology that shed light on its mysteries d) Ten additional
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variations, each designed to fully manifest the spiritual power
of the emanations of the Tree of Life. This book is not for
beginners or for those looking for quick fix spells. Anyone
who has dug in hidden places in search of secret knowledge
that can change lives will find a master key inside. All that is
left is for you to use that key and unleash the ancient power of
kings.
A Complete Book of Lunar Magic
Secrets of Planetary Magic 3rd Edition
Practicing Dark & Light Magick Aligned with the Cosmic
Bodies
Magic That Works
Tarot of Ceremonial Magick
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Planetary Magick
An Exhibition of Surprising Structures across Dimensions
The possibilities are endless for those who discover real,
authentic magic that can transform their lives as never
before. "Magic That Works" presents practical magic
techniques based on sources more than 1,000 years old.
The same tradition that gave readers the Jinni in the
Lamp and the Flying Carpet offers magic that works for
our modern times.
Bringing the art and magick of casting spells to the
masses, Lexa Rosean is the new face of Wicca. In The
Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients she provides
beginner and experienced practitioners of spellcasting
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with a quick, easy, and accurate guide to the magickal
powers and properties of herbs, spices, flowers,
vegetables, fruits, metals, and colors -- more than 500
ingredients in all. With this info at your fingertips, you can
craft spells for specific desires or needs -- whether it's
love, luck, fertility, or even next month's rent! Written with
passion for the craft and a deep understanding of the
needs of modern-day Wiccans, The Encyclopedia of
Magickal Ingredients is an indispensable addition to
every occult library and an essential reference for all with
the gift of magick.
To those who will only believe in phenomena which are
reproducible at will, it is easy to answer them: you do not
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manufacture comets, meteorites, magnetic disturbances
due to sunspots, and yet you observe them.
Metapsychical phenomena are registered in the records
of Occultism. That is all. The only thing to do is to check
them. But the right remains to unite them amongst
themselves by an attempt at a general explanation. The
study of the Invisible, of the forces which it conceals, of
the human fluids, is yet but at its dawn. Patience ! To
deny is absurd. To observe is scientific. To think is wise.
This is what I have done. It is what you will do after
having read this book, the well arranged summing up of
vast reading and lengthy thought.
This "compendium of information on the occult sciences,
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occult personalities, psychic science, demonology,
spiritism, and mysticism" was one of a kind when it was
first published in 1920 and is still considered the best in
its field today. Spence organizes a world's worth of
magic -- from "Ab" (a magical month in the ancient
Semitic calendar) to "Zulu witch-finders" -- into 2,500
dictionary-style entries that explore concepts and
personalities both familiar (Freemasonry, Morgan le Fay)
and obscure: palingenesy (a process by which plants or
vegetables are destroyed and then "resurrected"),
Leonora Galigai (a 17th-century Italian aristocrat who
was burned as a witch). A delight for devotees of the
weird and the strange, and a valuable resource for
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students of mythology and the evolution of scientific
thought, this important volume is at home in the libraries
of all book lovers. Scottish journalist and folklorist LEWIS
SPENCE (1874 -1955) was a Fellow of the Royal
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, and
Vice-President of the Scottish Anthropological and
Folklore Society. He published more than 40 works on
mythology and the occult, including History of Atlantis,
An Introduction to Mythology, and Myth and Ritual in
Dance, Game and Rhyme.
Living Entities of Power
An Encyclopaedia of Occultism
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or Magic
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Legacy of the Luoshu
Transcendental Magic
The Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients
Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work of Selftransformation
Discusses the elements of a sign, and looks at pictograms,
alphabets, calligraphy, monograms, text type, numerical
signs, symbols, and trademarks
The Greater Magickal Angels follows on from the popular
Magickal Angels, but is a complete magickal system in its
own right. You do not need to be familiar with the first book
to get results. Magickal Angels introduced readers to 24
angels, but The Greater Magickal Angels covers the powers
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of 48 angels that were not revealed in the first book. You
can start working with the Greater Angels immediately and
everything you need is included here.The angels in this
book can help you to develop and attract love, find
harmony, increase fame, find strength, break through
adversity, sleep well, heal yourself and obtain clear thought.
There are angelic powers that enable you to invent, discover
new methods, improve your business and find new
supporters. You can free yourself of enemies and increase
the loyalty of friends and lovers. The power to improve
prosperity, win awards, write well, be stable, reduce anxiety,
learn easily, understand in new ways and dominate strong
personalities is at your hand. The angels can help you to
excite new passion, discover more about yourself and see
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the past, present and future with clarity. Whether you are
seeking fame, money, wisdom, healing or peace, the angelic
powers can help you to improve your life in the ways that
matter to you most.Although the same ritual technique
from Magickal Angels is repeated here, the powers revealed
are sometimes more subtle and precise, as well as being
richer and more complex. That is why I refer to these as the
'greater' angels. It doesn't mean that they are necessarily
better, but when used wisely they can have more farreaching and long-lasting effects. Often, getting a magickal
result requires a subtle, cunning and well-planned approach
that occurs in stages. The angels in this book will help with
your greater plans.This magick works regardless of your
religion or beliefs. Hebrew words are used, along with Latin
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Psalms, because these are keys to angel magick. This does
not make the magick Jewish or Christian. Aspects of those
religious structures have been incorporated into the magick,
because they are shortcuts to angelic contact. This magick is
used by people of many religious backgrounds, and by
atheists and by those who just sense there is something
magickal going on out there.The angels will respond to any
strong desire, and help you bring about change in the
world. This book contains secrets that enable angelic
contact to occur rapidly.You will discover:A method for
empowering talismans and sigilsInformation on how to
choose the right angelMethods for communicating more
directly with angelsPerforming angel magick for other
people. If you are serious about angelic work, this book can
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take your efforts to a much higher level.NOTE: If you own
Magickal Angels the complete ritual is repeated here, so that
new readers have access to that material. Be aware that
when you buy this book, you are buying several chapters
that you have already read. There is plenty of new
information, however, as well as 48 new angels along with
their sigils.
"An elightening journey through occult history, this
fascinating chronology explores such diverse topics as the
earliest alchemists of ancient Egypt, the Philosopher's Stone,
the Cabala, the original of the Tarot, the Knights Templar,
the founding of the Hellfire Club, Aleister Crowley's The
book of the law, modern-day Wicca, and more. With the turn
of every page, you will encounter beautiful artwork and
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intriguing insights about the occult, an astonishing story of
suppression, survival, and rebirth, extending over more than
two and a half millennia"--Back cover.
Full of new and refreshing materials and techniques never
before seen in print, "Secrets of Ancient Magic: Path of the
Goddess" delineates a system of spiritual and occult
development, based on the ancient Chaldean tradition
taught by the Hebrews and preserved by the Arabs.
Practical Planetary Magick
Planetary Angels and Spirits of Ceremonial Magic
Its Doctrine and Ritual
Islamicate Occult Sciences in Theory and Practice
The Book of Practical Candle Magic
How to Make and Use Talismans
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The Cambridge Guide to the Solar System
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